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Transcriptions,
Translations, and Transformations:
Illustrative Memory
and the Re-writing of
Vitruvius' De Architectura
(A new English translation of Vitruvius'
De Architectura is in preparation .)
hen Marcus Vitruvius Pollio sat down during the late first
century BC to draft his treatise on architecture, he could
not have imagined that it would still be relevant after two millennia. The text was written on ten different scrolls that roughly
correspond to the "books" we now have. It was composed by an
architect in his later years, recording his architectural experiences and geographical observations, and reflecting his look towards Greek precedents. It was a book addressed to a relatively
wide audience, from the everyday builder to Augustus. The architect looked to Greece and lamenting the loss of the old ways as
he wrote his corpus of architecture. ' Today we look to the Ten
Books on Architecture for a number of reasons: archaeologists read
the treatise in contextualizing and understanding new finds, architects turn to it for inspiration as they struggle with modernism, deconstructivism and their hybrids, and classicists use it
in their guest to better comprehend monuments, classical architecture, and the classical imagination itself.
A number of versions have come down to us, each with a
claim to reflect the initial author's intents. The main difficulties
in interpreting Vitruvius' work, however, lie in the fact that it has
been, over time, transformed through transcriptions and translations. Another important difficulty is associated with the illustrations appended to the translations; pictorial depictions
originate, for the most part, from the minds of transcribers and
translators. The original treatise was in fact accompanied by few
illustrations-nine or ten-all lost, yet new translations can contain
dozens of drawings.' We will return to that issue in a moment,
but to begin, Jet us consider part of the book's epistemological
footprint.
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Transcriptions, Translations, and Transformations

The De Architectura appears to have been rarely recalled in its
early life, yet its epistemological trace does date to Antiquity.
Pliny (23-79 AD), in his Natura/is Historia, referenced Vitruvius'
text regarding three themes: trees, pigments and colours, and
stone.' While it may seem odd that the latter did not reference the
De Architectura for what might be more significant items such as
Vitruvius' architectural tenets, the few references still indicate
two things:' first, as Granger points out, "the manual of architecture was already a standard work" during the first century AD.'
Second, and perhaps more importantly, it emphasizes that, from
just beyond Augustus' reign, Vitruvius was referenced as an authority, in spite of having presented a particular architecture that
did not directly correspond to that of Rome per se.
Other writers were doing the same, treating Vitruvius' treatise as an architectural authority. Sextus Julius Frontinus (c. 35103 AD) made reference to Vitruvius in his De Aquis Urbis Romae,
insinuating that Vitruvius was the expert when it came to waterrelated technology' A little later, Cetius Faventinus (born c. 250
AD) summarized portions of the treatise in his own De Diversis
Fabricis Architectonicae, presumably to place himself on the same
expertise level as Vitruvius.' The fact that Faventinus chose to provide abbreviated portions of Vitruvius' treatise speaks for itself;
Vitruvius' work was perceived as an important work at the time.
Another of Vitruvius' followers, Rutilius Taurus Palladius
W' century AD) authored an agricultural handbook, the De Re
Rustica, which, to MacDonald at least, was partly based on the
previous writer's text.' Fleury points out that Palladius may have
been using Faventinus as a reference and not necessarily Vitruvius directly• Regardless of the conflicting opinions, it is reasonable to believe that Palladius and Faventinus relied on the older
treatise either directly or indirectly. Finally, Sidonius Apollodor-
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Fig. 2 . Ionic Volute (Book Ill).

us 111 (c. 430-483 AD) and Servius" (fl. early 5'h century AD) also
cited Vitruvius as an expert on architecture. Apollodorus went so
far as to position Vitruvius vis-a-vis Architecture, just like Orpheus was paralleled to Music and Archimedes was associated
to Geometry." From very early on in architectural discourse, Vitruvius was accepted as an authority in order to buttress technical narratives and in turn to render an authoritative feel to
writers' texts. " Copying portions of the trea tise and referring to
it in general terms, however, is the extent to which Vitruvius was
"studied" during late Antiquity.
Some scholars like Kruft contend that the treatise's "rise to
fame began only in the fifteenth century."" However, references
to it persisted in the interim; Flavius Cassiodorus (c.468 - c.562
AD), for example, referenced Vitruvius in a letter of around 511
AD and the treatise was also referenced during the Middle
Ages. '' We do see fewer references during the Middle Ages; that
may be because, reflecting the cultural shifts in Italy and the rest
of the western world, "classical" design was seldom considered
beyond the fourth century as architects become less liberal arts
planners and more trades-oriented master builders. 16 It is for that
reason that the conventional view of the De Architectura being
"lost" during the Middle Ages has persisted until present day.
De Camp still notes that the treatise was "recovered" only at the
onset of the Renaissance. 17 But others like Ciapponi perhaps
more rightly point out that the manual was referenced throughout the Middle Ages. " Krinsky supports that notion, recording
some seventy-eight different Vitruvius manuscripts accessible
during the Middle Ages; others have since been added to the
list. 19 That is a high number, considering the period and its
modes of transmitting knowledge. 20
Later, numerous copies-some with commentary-were produced, including those eventually owned by learned individuals
such as Petrarch (1304-1374) and Boccaccio (1319-1375)." Why
these individuals acquired it in the first place and the extent to
which they used it remains unclear. However, the simple fact of
its inclusion within their libraries attests to some importance. In
addition to the practical "building trade" uses, the text was referenced for the more theoretical aspects of building design. The
atriums of Old Saint Peters, Cluny III, St. Laurent at Tournus, and
Anzy-le-Duc, for example, were proportioned according to Vitruvius' atrium of the third class (Book VI, 3.3). As architectural focus
shifted from one mired in state agenda to one based in Christian
ideology, Vitruvius' treatise was (paradoxical ly) preserved partly
through the Church. And while the master builders looked away
from many of the building types outlined by Vitruvius, they did
look to his basilica for church design. 22 Although an ongoing
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Fig. 3. Machine for driving piles (Book Ill).

polemic-mostly because we do not know to what extent it has
been used-the treatise continued to be copied and utilized in
both training and teaching throughout the period. 23
Towards the end of the Middle Ages, the De Architectura
gained further popularity among western intelligentsia; "as soon
as the essence of architecture[ ... ] [was] considered to be philosophy and mathematics (the divine laws of order and proportion)
and archaeology (the monuments of Antiquity), the theoretician
and dilettante[ ... ] [were] bound to assume a new significance
[for the Vitruvian text and the architectural profession in general]."" That is a key moment: when philosophy, mathematics, and
archaeology were connected to the treatise, the reconstruction of
classical monuments by means of the text, was enabled. In 14141415, Poggio Bracciolini noticed a copied manuscript of the De
Architectura at the monastery at St. Gall" and from that point onwards, the treatise was re-popularized within what would have
been a "new" profession of architecture that was directly linked
to archaeology. From that moment onwards, architects and intellectuals such as Brunelleschi (1377-1446) analyzed ruins and
compared their findings to the descriptions and tenets of Vitruvius' treatise.'•
Around Brunelleschi's time, the papal authority took on the
preservation of Antiquities as a priority; we know that Raphael
(1483-1520), for example, was given carte blanche by Pope Leon
X to halt any construction or demolition work deemed as damaging to any monument or stone inscription of Antiquity.27 In
that way, importance was granted to the study of monuments;
comparing the remnants of Antiquity to the De Architectura became key in architectural training. In other words, within therenewed interest in classical architecture, interest in the De
Architectura shifted from its technical prescriptions to its antiquities depictions.
By the time Alberti finished his treatise, a new way of interpreting Vitruvius was born." Alberti's De Re Aedificatoria recalled
the De Architectura in both form and content, yet it had a different set of motives.'" Acknowledging, as van Eck has recently
pointed out, that Alberti may not have exclusively turned to Vitruvius for his treatise's template, the older book was most surely his key influence."' That is a significant moment in the
interpretation of the book. While illustrations did not come
down with the older manuscript, Alberti imagined his own, providing an array of detailed engravings. Perhaps more significant
is that these contained within them a set of corrections and realignments: he interpreted the differences between his field
observations and the descriptions outlined in the older treatise as
mistakes by Vitruvius and chose to undertake corresponding

"corrections" within his own book. That fit well with humanist
thinking where "Renaissance patrons were not content to remain
in second place [after ancient Rome]."" At the same time, it is not
that Alberti and the architects of the time rejected medieval architecture (as Burkardt would have it), it is that they did not necessarily identify it differently from Roman. To Alberti, there were
two "styles"-the "old" one and that of the "present-day." And
the style of the day depended greatly on the re-interpretation of
Antiquities-textual and observed. Those observations of Roman
monuments were utilized to realign Vitruvius' text. The idea of
correcting the De Architectura according to observable monuments would eventually change; it would later be the text that
would be used to correct observable monuments.
Beyond Alberti, two types of Vitruvius-related architectural
writings emerged: first, there were theoretical treatises such as
those of Antonio Averlino (1400-1469), also known as Filarete, Sebastiana Serlio (1475-1554), and Philibert de I'Orme (1510-1570).
They focused on strict geometry and conceptual constituents
such as the Orders. Filarete wrote his treatise with formal typologies in mind and Serlio strove to present formal typologies
and "theoretical" tenets that were solidly anchored in the DeArchitectura. At the same time, treatises more "practical" for
builders also appeared . They include, among others, the writings
of Francesco di Giorgio Martini (1439-1501 / 2),'' Vincenzo
Scamozzi (1552-1616), Giacomo Barozzi Vignola (1507-1573), and
Andrea Palladio (1508-1580). 33 As builders, they highlighted
functionality and construction and they correspondingly looked
to Vitruvius within their technical mindsets. Each of the two
groups interpreted Vitruvius through personal lenses that ultimately resulted in different interpretations of classical architecture and in different sets of illustrative apparatus.
Both types of architectural writing imitated and usurped
Vitruvius' treatise. Some, like Alberti, modified and "corrected"
it, while others, like Fra Giovanni Giocondo De Verona (c.1435c.1514),34 reorganized it into separate chapters to suit their
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particular architectural theoretic. 35 Both groups used it to remind
the reader of specific "classical architectures" and they both
tended to follow Vitruvius in turning to building assembly as the
basis "for advancing architectural styles and forms." "' Other
translations focused on illustrations; the book by Giovanni Cardinal in 1511 included numerous woodcuts. 37 Key here is that for
over three hundred years, related "research" was not focused on
Vitruvius and the De Architectura per se; instead, the writings
were appropriated within agendas that sought to fit the architectural thought to the times. 38 Once a facsimile of the treatise was
rediscovered at St. Gall, a host of translations were produced in
Italy. There have been at least thirty-two major Italian works39 as
well as a number of English, French, German, Italian, Spanish,
and other linguistic editions produced since the fifteenth century.-«> Thus, we have copious transcriptions, translations, and
transformations.
Illustrative Interpretations

One of the difficulties with translated versions of the De Architectura, as alluded to in the Introduction, is that the versions have
been accompanied by illustrations. In that light, the work of Ingrid Rowland (and Thomas Howe) is of note and can be used as
an example of the problems arising out of the use of diagrams, in
spite of first-rate scholarship." Rowland's book and its accompanying drawings are part of the translation tradition and from
that particular example, we can see the production of (classical)
knowledge at work, particularly as it becomes amplified with the
use of illustrations. As twentieth-century translator of Vitruvius'
treatise, Rowland renders clearer some of the confusing notions
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contained within the De Architectura, all the while reconciling the
latter within current theoretical frameworks and with archaeological advances in mind . However, while the translation is unambiguous, the illustrations and commentary by Thomas Noble
Howe, albeit extensive and having as their objectives "to investigate the possibility of a consistent design approach" and "to illustrate the relation of this approach to the broad principles of
liberal knowledge" (xv), are imaginative at best.
We have noted that Alberti, Serlio, Cesariano, and Barbaro,
among many others, were part of a translation tradition. In English, Sir Henry Wotton translated the treatise in 1624, as did
William Newton in 1771 and Joseph Gwilt in 1826. However, it
was for the most part the Latin edition of Valentin Rose published in 1867, complete with its apparatus criticus, that informed
subsequent twentieth-century English versions; Rose's
work-based on Fra Giocondo's manuscript-remains a benchmark for translations, including Morris Hicky Morgan's of 1914,
Frank Granger's of 1931, and now Rowland 's. The latter also approaches the task of translating with other sources at hand; while
using Giocondo's and Rose's as primary texts, the interpretation
also draws from other manuscripts. In other words, Rowland's
translation is not necessarily that of a single manuscript; it is an
approximation of what she feels best represents Vitruvius'
words.
The recourse to emendation, the correction of a text due to
what are thought to be errors or corruptions in transcription, is
prominent in Rowland's rendition. Rowland eloquently retraces
interpretive errors contained within previous versions. In Book
VI (6.4), for example, she distinguishes between sublinata and
sublimata and tells the reader that while Granger writes about
granaries with "concrete floor[s]," probably following the British
Library Harleianus 2767 manuscript, another choice is available
from the Wolfenbuttel Gudianus 69 manuscript (and adopted by
Rowland), where the granaries are said to have "elevated" floors.
The difference is subtle, yet not insignificant.
The treatise contains a few hapax legomenon-terms or phrases that are not found elsewhere in classical texts. Rowland treats
them according to their individual complexity and context, thus
preserving textual intent and significance as much as possible.
The term trabes everganeae in Book V (1.9) is a good example. The
translation of the words seems straightforward; Rowland uses
"outward-sloping beams" as the equivalent and, while "kneebrace" may have been more to the point-the reader wou ld be
better able to identify the building component-, the choice is adequate. Other difficult passages are treated with balance and interpretive logic and where translation is not readily possible, as
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Fig. 6. Temple Elevation Schemata (Book 1111 [IV]).
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Fig. 5. Composite Order (Book Ill ).

Compofitum capitulum

with the case of another hapax legomenon, scamilli impares, Rowland leaves the words intact (III, 4.4 and V, 9.4).
From its position within the treatise and especially from examples found in Greek temples, it is certain that the term scamilli impares refers to the rise of stylobates as they curve towards the
centre along a horizontal plane. While the objective of scamilli impares is presumably dual: to counter the illusion of downwards
curvature and to allow moisture to drain more effectively, the
term remains problematic and no one has yet been able to clearly articulate its technical significance. In other words, while "uneven benches" is one way to translate the words, exactly what
those would have been and what they would have done is not
known. Giocondo's treatise and Cesariano's 1521 Como edition
include drawings that attempt to convey its meaning, but theirs
as well as other Renaissance views have been shown as incorrect.
Rowland opts to leave the term in Latin, italicized, with a simple
reference to "figure 46" in the Commentary. Now there are two
generally posited solutions to the term: first, there is the possibility that scamilli are little step-like notches cut into the stylobates; those notches would be impares, that is to say, uneven, or
odd -sized. Second, smmilli may be referring to specific devices
used to generate a rise at the centre of the horizontal stylobate
arrangement; those would perhaps be levelling blocks of graduated sizes. No example of the former is known; the latter is
adopted by the commentator I illustrator. The implication in the
Commentary, however, is that Vitruvius employed the term with
that particular meaning in mind. That is a good example of the
difficulties that can arise when allowing drawings to interface directly- without corresponding textual remarks-with the reader's
imagination.

Another example of what could be seen as an overly liberal
interpretation of the old treatise relates to the passage describing
Vitruvius' basilica at Fano (V, 1.6-10). Evidence for its existence
has never been found. Rowland translates the passage quite
clearly and, in fact, when paralleled with Morgan and Granger,
the depiction is persuasive. In that part of the treatise, Vitruvius
outlined a set of proportions and dimensions that went beyond
his normal generalizations. When drawings are presented by
Howe in Rowland's translation, complete with a detailed axonometric outlining truss and beam arrangements, the illustrator
goes way beyond the textual depiction. Vitruvius did not precisely outline that array of timbers, nor did he stipulate the roof
structure as posited. Thus, while the textual interpretation seems
appropriate, the visual depictions generate what could be construed as exaggerations. The difficulty, of course, is that the reading of the text, regardless of its philological accuracy, can be
significantly altered by visual representations. As archaeologists,
architectural historians, theorists, and practitioners continue to
arbitrate the classical through Vitruvius' treatise, the text's interpretation becomes even more significant and susceptible to
transformative effects when new pictorial dimensions are added.
The problem is magnified when the illustrator blends images that represent the De Architectura passages with diagrams
that are meant to show the state-of-the-architecture of the day.
Vitruvius was not describing architecture as it was; he was depicting it as he thought it should be. Further, when the illustrator
in Rowland's book writes that "gaps and ambiguities in the
drawings are left because that is probably the way he [Vitruvius]
intended them to be understood" (xvi), the implication, undoubtedly unintentional, is that there were many drawings accompanying the De Architectura. The point is, however, that
Vitruvius would not have "intended them to be understood" because there were only ten drawings with his text (as opposed to
the over 500 illustrations included within the 139 figures of Rowland's book). That said, many of the drawings do support the
translation. The illustrated temple types and column ratios in figures 39 to 42, for example, seem fair visual depictions of the
words in Books III and IV. Similarly, the techniques sketches
outlining what Vitruvius probably meant as he wrote about
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Conclusion
It is somewhat of a paradox that while
the De architectura was devised to appeal to those interested in architecture
and the building crafts, so few visual
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CAP.
III.
elements seem to have been included
to complement the initial textual depictions. That reality has led to a custom of "extract[ing] representations of architectural elements
brickwork-opus testaceum, opus incerfrom Vitruvius without the availability of direct sources."" But
tum and opus reticulatum in figures 31
and 32-complement the translation.
inevitably, the pictorial ends up forcing the reader's textual to .fit
the visual, thus altering the text-and intent-of Vitruvius. The
Other drawings, like that depicting
previously discussed basilica at Fano is an example of that; from
men "chopping down trees to build
the drawings provided in recent translations, one could imagine
an encampment" in figure 36, are perthat Vitruvius outlined it as shown. Further, while the Introduchaps unnecessary.
•••
tion and Commentary in the Rowland book, for instance, indiThus we have copious translations,
cate that the diagrams are meant to explore a "consistent design
interpretations, commentaries, and ilapproach" and "to illustrate the relation of that approach to the
lustrations, faithful to varying debroad principles of liberal knowledge," there is no final synthegrees, all purporting to be accurate
sis accompanying the drawings; one's interpretation is again left
while fitted within a variety of agento the imagination. The risk in the end is that the work of Vitrudas. Many include figures that, while
vius and the translator can be significantly altered by the illusnot analyses per se, are attempts at untrations. To a great extent, that is what makes a translation
derstanding the late Republican
without illustrations interesting. The new translation we are
writer and the De Architectura. With
preparing will thus not include diagrams. It will be textually
the exception of the Italians, the
driven. The text will be accessible to architectural and archaeoFrench have produced more translalogical readers without the images that invite interpretations that
tions than anyone else. References to
invariably go beyond the intent of the writer.
the text are profuse, dating back to
Notes
shortly after its completion and ex-

Fig. 7. Circular Stairway (Book IX).

tending to the present. During the
twentieth century especially, commentaries on specific ideas and

themes have flooded the related literatu.re, at times focusing on
narrow subjects (such as the full name of Vitruvius) and, in other
instances, seeking answers to much broader questions (such as
those dealing with architectural curricula and training)." Of late,
new translations and related studies have been instigated, especially-a lthough not unjquely-by the French Academy. The work
of Pierre Gros and his colleagues is paramount, with ongoing
translation and commentary as well as a profusion of philological studies that transcend Vitruvius per se, situating the treatise
within its broader historical and theoretical fields. Their commentaries (with illustrations) contained within the Collection des
llniversites de France editions are fundamental to new interpretations of the text.
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